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The Elegant New Look of Exhibiting

exhibiting solutions

Designed for Style and Purpose:

Envoy Panel System
™

The Future of Exhibiting is Here
Envoy is setting the standard for
elegance in exhibiting. Its curved
corners provide a soft, clean look
while its sleek profile allows
graphics to stand out.
Deep Frame for Functionality
Envoy's lightweight aluminum
frame is 4-inches deep to provide a
feeling of mass, support a variety
of accessories and hide unsightly
wires.
Envoy Rental: A Step Above
Realize the benefits of rental without looking anything like a typical
rental exhibit. With purchased
graphics or rental panels, you'll
stand out with Envoy!

Envoy can be an integral part of your overall
solution in exhibits of any size.

Modular Design for Flexibility
Envoy is compatible with other Skyline modular systems, like Tube Ultra®,
Tapestry™ and SkyTruss™, to give you versatility in design. Get the look that
fits your brand and the option to change your exhibit design to accomodate
varying spaces. Use part of your inline exhibit as a kiosk in your store or
lobby. Purchase – or rent – additional components for larger shows. With
Skyline, you're not limited to one inflexible solution.
Envoy has a variety of compelling accessories to meet your exhibiting
objectives from shelves and screen holders to merchandising and lighting.
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A big presence in smaller spaces! When secured to an external
structure, Envoy panels can be stacked to create impactful
and informative towers in retail spaces or at trade shows.

Pre-Assembled for Quicker, Easier Installation!
Envoy panels come pre-assembled, which saves on installation
and dismantle costs.

Envoy™ Modular Panel System

Envoy's elegant design complements any product and is perfect for temporary or semi-permanent installations like malls and showrooms.

Accessories

Envoy shelves are sturdy to support lots of
products and are easily repositioned. Optional
under shelf lighting highlights product.

Light headers call attention to graphics and
products. Only Skyline has UL and CSA
Commercially Certified Lighting Systems.
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